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Objectives 
today

Describe the evolving knowledge-
production system in public 
administration

And its more problematic 
tendencies

Make a modest case for scholarly 
nationalism

To protect a distinctive Canadian 
approach to scholarship in public 
administration
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Defining 
scholarly 
nationalism

An approach to scholarship in 
public administration that 
recognizes and defends 
national particularities in the 
aims and methods of research

And which resists the 
homogenizing and hegemonic 
tendencies that operate within 
the emerging knowledge-
production system
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The emerging knowledge-production system
in public administration

• Components
• “International” or ”global” associations
• “International” or ”global” journals
• “International” or ”global” accreditation systems
• Global ranking schemes for journals (JCR, Scopus) and  scholarly programs
• Globalized bibliographic databases (Google Scholar)
• Impact measurement systems

• Altmetrics, H-Scores, RG Scores, Faculty Scholarly Productivity Index (FSPI)

• Features of the emerging system include
• Corporatization: For-profit multinationals own major components of the system
• Metrification of performance
• Stakhanovism: Production for its own sake
• Pressures toward conformism: an epistemological monoculture
• Hegemonic pressures: epistemological imperialism

(Roberts, Alasdair. "Trapped in a Silicon Cage." Administrative Theory & Praxis (2019))
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Our new 
obsession 
with “top-

ranked 
journals”

Data from Google Ngram.  First appearance in JSTOR in public administration journals: 2000.
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What 
countries are 
represented 

in the top 
ten PA 

journals?

Country Total Percent Cumulative Population

USA 1058 32.9% 32.9% 330 milion

UK 381 11.8% 44.7% 67 million

Netherlands 246 7.6% 52.4% 17 million
Germany 219 6.8% 59.2% 83 million

Italy 132 4.1% 63.3% 60 million

Denmark 128 4.0% 67.3% 6 million

Switzerland 100 3.1% 70.4% 9 million
Australia 95 3.0% 73.3% 26 million

China 91 2.8% 76.2% 1.4 billion

Canada 89 2.8% 78.9% 38 million

Belgium 83 2.6% 81.5% 12 million
Sweden 69 2.1% 83.6% 10 million

Journal Citation Reports, 2020
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What 
countries 

aren’t 
represented 

in top 
journals?

Country Population Percent
of articles

China 1.4 billion 2.8%

India 1.4 billion 0.1%

Indonesia 271 million 0.1%

Pakistan 225 million 0.2%

Brazil 214 million 0.7%

Nigeria 211 million 0.03%

Bangladesh 172 million 0.03%

Mexico 126 million 0.3%

(Eight of the ten most populous countries in the world)
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Raadschelders, Jos C. N., and Kwang-Hoon Lee. "Trends in the Study of Public Administration: Empirical and Qualitative Observations 
from Public Administration Review, 2000–2009." Public Administration Review 71.1 (2011): 19-33.

Not on the list?

Indigenous governance
Multiculturalism
Executive functions
Defense
Policing
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American Review of Public Administration 41(2): 157–67.

American Journal of Political Science 42(3): 717–44.

Public Administration Review 1-11. https://doi.org/10.1111/puar.13358.

Public Administration Review 66: 850–61.

Public Administration Review 76(1): 121–30.

Public Management Review 19(9): 1365–79.

Public Administration Review 66: 193–205.

American Review of Public Administration 50(8): 880–97.

Public Administration: 1–19. https://doi.org/10.1111/padm.12681.

Administration & Society 46(4): 395–421.
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A Canadian scholarly style?

• A distinctive mode of inquiry based on understandings about 
common problems, objectives, and research methods
• Features include:
• Attention to history
• Attention to “large forces”
• Concern about overall regime design
• Connection between politics and administration
• Awareness of regime fragility
• Awareness of challenges to sovereignty
• Awareness of need for systemic adaptation
• Skepticism about imported models and rigid formulas
• Pragmatism and “a strong tolerance for ambiguity” (Gow)
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The foundations of a Canadian style?
Hodgetts’ approach to public administration

• “Respect for the history of institutions”
• Attention to “great environmental 

factors”
• Adaptation to “turbulent environment”
• Attention to “political theory and 

political action”
• And to political economy
• Concern about American influence

• And about national unity
• Pragmatism; skepticism about imported 

structures and orthodoxies
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Alexander Brady in "Training for Public 
Administration: A Symposium." The Canadian 
Journal of Economics and Political Science 11, no. 4 
(1945): 499-523.
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Savoie’s approach to public administration

• “History matters in all things”
• “powerful forces” and “socio-economic 

circumstances”
• Attention to “politico-administrative 

institutions” 
• Concern for national unity and fragility of 

national political institutions
• And about adaptability of NPIs in the face 

of “new forces”
• Concern for underrepresentation of 

regions
• And about misfit of imported institutions
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Challenges of indigenous governance

• Recovering “our stories, our history”
• Working within “extremely constrained 

sovereignty”
• Escaping economic dependence
• Accommodating diversity among 

Nations
• “Ongoing negotiations” with dominant 

powers
• “adapting institutions to meet changing 

legal, political, and economic 
conditions”
• Avoiding imposed, “boilerplate” forms 

of government
• Protecting “fragile gains”
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Cornell University Press, 2020
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Polity Books, 2018
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Related concepts

• Policy style
• ”’Standard operating procedures’ for making and implementing policies” that vary 

among societies – Richardson et al, 1982

• Administrative style
• “There are distinct characteristics to the ways and procedures through which 

public administrations typically accomplish their daily tasks.” – Bayerlein and 
Knill, 2019

• Administrative tradition
• “An historically based set of values, structures and relationships with other institutions 

that defines the nature of appropriate public administration within a society” – Peters, 
Administrative Tradition (2021), p. 23

• These concepts relate to the activities of public sector institutions within a 
country, not the study of such activities
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An analogy in IPE

• The “British School” in International Political Economy
• Cohen, Benjamin J. International Political Economy: An Intellectual 

History. Princeton University Press, 2008.  Chapter 2.
• Features of British School:
• ”A different vision of how the world works”
• More normative
• More qualitative than quantitative
• More interpretative in tone
• More institutional and historical in nature

• A product of “place and historical circumstance”
• Clashes in orientation, method with “American School”

• But adds value by addressing “grander issues of social transformation and 
historical change”
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What approach to engagement?

• A modest degree of scholarly nationalism
• Caution about biases in the emerging knowledge-production 

system
• Deliberateness in defining and preserving a Canadian 

approach to scholarship in public administration
• Relating to topics, values, and methods 
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